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- + -AN ANALYSIS OF K p -+ Arr rr IN THE REGION OF THE A(1520) 

Terry S. Mast, Margaret Alston-Garnjost, Roger ~ Bangerter, 
Angela Barbaro-Galtierf, Frank T. Solrn.itz, and Robert D. Tripp 

Lawrence .Berkeley Laboratory, University of California 
Berkeley, California 947.20 

ABSTRACT 

The rate for the decay A(1520- ~(1385) rr has been m.easured in 

. - + -
a study of the reaction sequence K p-+A(1520)-~(1385)1T-A1T 'IT . 

- + -A sam.ple of 9200 even~s of the type K p - A'IT 1T has been obtained 

in the Berkeley 25-inch hydrogen bubble cham.ber. The incident 

m.om.enta range from. 300 to 470 MeV/e. After correction for detec-

tion efficiency, an energy-independent partial-wave analysis was 

perform.ed using an isobar m.ode!. The m.odel included a coherent 

m.ixture of six partial waves to describe all m.ass distributions, an-

gular distributions, and the polarizati~n oIthe lam.bda. The ~(1385)1T 

decay m.ode was found to dom.inate the·A1T+1T- decay of the A(1520), 

in disagreem.ent with the results of a production reaction study of 

the sam.e decay. The width for the decay was m.easured to be 

1.66±.25 MeV. Mixing between the 1\(1520) and the A(1690)has been 

used in the past to describe the JP = 3/2- baryons as SU(3) singlet and 

octet. Com.bining our ,rate for 1\(1520) with a recently m.easuredrate. 

for A( 1690) -:8( 1385)rr, we calculate the m.ixing angle I e I = 65 to 85 
/ 

deg. This· is in strong disagreem.ent with the m.ixing angle derived 

fron;: the two-body D-wave decays of the singlet and octet of -Z5± 6 

deg. Thus, som.e m.odification of·the usual SU(3) description of these 

. state·s needs to be m.ade. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Within the framework of SU(3), the known JP = 3/Z- baryons have 

been treated as a singlet and octet by several authors. 1,Z The rates 

for the D-wave decays of the octet disagree with the predictions of 

SU(3), and the masses of the octet members fail to satisfy the Gell-

Mann Okubo mass relation. These' discrepancies have been success

fully removed by invoking configuration mixing between the primarily 

singlet state A(15Z0) and the primarily octet state A (1690). Data now 

are be corning available onthe S-wa ve de cays of the se state s into 

/ 
+ - 3-6 

members of the 3 Z decuplet and the 0 meson octet. These 

provide a further test of the SU(3) nature of these baryons. For ex

ample, if the A(15Z0) were a pure SU(3) singlet, then its decay 

through an SU(3)-invariant process to 2:(1385) 1T would be forbidden. 

Consistent with the mixed nature of the A(15Z0), however, this decay 

is observed. The rate for the decay'was measured in a produc

tion experiment, 5 and the mixing angle calculated from that rate was 

consistent with the angle derived from the mass relation and the D-

wave d 
,1,Z 

ecays. 

In this experiment, we study the decay in the formatiOn reaction 

K- p -+ A(.15Z0)- L:(1385)rr.Z4 An increase in the number of events by a 

factor of 100 from the experiment which discovered the A( 15Z0) allows a 

very detailed analysis? In section II we describe the experimental pro-

cedures, the bias corrections applied to the data, and the overall 

features of the data. The Dalitz plot is dominated by L:(1385) pro-

duction. The angular distribution of the lambda indicate s dominance 

of J P = 3/Z- formation. In ,orde.rto extract the modes and 

- rate·s for the decay of A(15Z0) from the data, we have-performed a 

-Z-

partial-wave analysis of the three;-particle final state using an iso-

bar model. This analysis is described in Section III and yields in-

formation about the formation process as well as the decay Inodes 

of A(15Z0). The rate into L:(1385)1T disagrees with the result froIn the 

production experiment measurement by Inore than a factor of two. 

In Section IV, the result from our experiment is combined with 

other dataon the 3/Z- baryons to yield a new mixing angle. This 

value for the mixing angle strongly disagrees with the value derived 

from the two-body D-wave decays. Appendix A describes in detail 

the investigation made of detection efficiences and the weighting ap~ 

plied to correct for losses. Appendix B gives the detailed formulae 

used in the isobar Inodel. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

The K beaIn for this experiment was designed and built by Drs. 

Joseph Murray and Roger Bangerter, and was operated in conjunc-

tion with the Berkeley Z5-inch hydrogen bubble chaInber. The beaIn 

has been fully described elsewhere. 8 The beaIn design successfully 

,overcaIne the two major difficulties of a low-Inomentum K beaIn: 

the high background-to-K ratio at the target (about 1000: 1) and the 

decay loss of K- in the beam (about 10% per foot at 400 MeV/c). In 

an unseparated beaIn, the background-to-K ratio would increase to 

about 50000: 1 in the 40 feet from target to bubble chamber. Two-

stage conventional separation Inight reduce this ratio to 10: 1. A 

new electrostatic septum filter was developed for this experiInent 

and obtained a background-to-K ratio at the bubble chaInber of 

about 1:5. The filter operates by passing the beam between stacks 
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of closely spaced high-voltage electrodes which deflect background 

particles into uranium bars located between the stacks. It has a 

transmis'sion of about 25% and'in less than 7 feet achieves a rejec

tion of the order of 10
5

. 

During the period August 1965 to July 1967, an exposure of 

1.3X10
6 

pictures was obtained. Typically each picture contained 6 

K tracks and 2 background tracks. The background consisted of 

pions, muons, and some electrons. Background tracks had close to 

minimum ionization and were thus easily distinguished from the K 

tracks, which has 2.6 times minimum ionization. 

By movement of the target and by use of a beryllium beam. de-

grader, we were able to obtain K- momenta between 270 and 470' 

MeV/c. The data were taken with 20 different beam settings. _ How

ever, most of the p~thlength(Fig. 1) occurs close to 395 MeV/ c, the 

,momentum required to form the A(1520). 

The film was scanned for all topologie s including those with a 

lambda vee and two charged pions in the final state. All of the film 
, ' . 

was scanned o~ce; 38% was scanned twice; and 7% was scanned three 

times. All events within a restricted fiducial volume were measured 

with the Spiral Reader or Franckenstein measuring projectors. The 

kinematic reconstruction and theJit to reaction hypotheses were per-

formed with the programs TVGP and SQUAW. Events which failed to 

fit a reaction hypothesis were remeasured until 91% of the total sam-

pIe of the lambda-two-pion events passed.~-The reITlaining failing' 

events were unmeasurable due to the obscuration of a track or the 

presence of a'very short track. 

A sample of tau decays of the beam was measured and fitted in 

-4-

order to deterITline the beam characteristics for each of the 20 beam 

settings'. The mean momentum, the rms spread of the mOIT1E-ntum, 

and a ITl,oITlentuITl position correlation were established for each set

ting. The mean ITlOITlenturn froITl the tau decays was averaged with 

theITleasured ITlOITlentum for each of the laITlbda-two-pion events 

priorto the fitting to a reaction hypothesis. The magnetic field in 

the chaITlber was 18.7 kG, and the beam tracks were typ{callymeas

ured with an uncertainty of 8 to 12 MeV/c. After beaITl averaging and 

fitting to K- p-l\:rr \1'-, the final sample of events had a mean uncer

tainty of 3.6 MeV/c and the distribution: shown in Fig.' 2. 

Oilly those events which fit a reaction hypothesis with a confi

dence level greater than 0.01. were accepted for further analysis; 

- + -11800 such events satisfied the 7-constraint fit tb K P -A:rr 1T and 

- 0 + -336 events pas.sed the 5-constraint fit to K P -+ L 1T 71' • Ten ambig-

uous events fit both hypotheses. Reinspection showed them be mi5-

measured and they were eliminated froITl the sample. 

To insure sufficient tracklength for a good ITleasurement of the 

lambda momentum, further restrictions were made.on the fiducial 

voluITles for the production and dec::ay vertices. These reduced the 

sample to 10296 events. To correctfor a scanning loss of short-

length lambdas, all e.vents with a 'projected length less than 2.5 rnITl 

were eliITlinated and the remaining 9412 events were weighted to ac-

count for the cut. The weighting also accounted for loss due to es,

cape froITl the decay vertex fiducial volume. The mean weight was 

1.18. Further losses were investigated by looking at the distribu-

tion of the decay proton in the lambda rest frame. Anisotropy in 

this distiihution was found cOITling from the loss of events with 
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short-length protons and events with the lambda vee seen edge on by 

the scanners. These biases were removed by rejecting events with a! 

proton length less than 3 mm and weighting the 'remaining events. 

This reduced the sample to 9227 events with a mean weight of 1.21. 

A detailed description of the analysis and application of these cuts 

and weights is given in Appendix A .. 

The lifetime d{stribution of the final sample is shown in Fig. 3. 

In orde r to remove the effect of· the cut on short-Ie ngth lambdas, the 

events have been plotted as a function of (t -t ) in units of the known o . 

lam.bda lifetime. For each event, \ is given by 2.5 mm/" C'TA , cos A. 

where" is the ratio of the lambda momentum.to its mass and A. is 

the dip angle. The distribution is consistent with the line corre spond

ing to the known lifetime ('Til. = 2.51 X 10- 10 sec.), 

The cro!,s section for the reaction was determined from a path

length based on the tau decays of the beam.. The analysis of these 

taus has been described in a previous publication. 9 The numbers of 

both taus and A1T1T events were corrected for unobserved decay modes 

and for scanning efficiencies. 

The scanning efficiencies were determined from the multiple 

scans using an extension of the method develop~d by Derenzo and 

Hildebrand.
10 

The analysis accounts for the differing visibility of 

events by parametrizing a visibility function f(v); f(v) is the fraction 

.".of the sample seen with an efficiency v, where v varies from 0.0 to 

1.0. The extension used for this experiment defines a different vis

ibility (vi' v 2 ' and v 3) for each of the three scans. The events 

found on each of the scans are fitted to determine the parameters of 

the function f(v
i

, v 2 ' v 3), which is then used to calculate the 

- 6-

efficiencies. Details of this analysis can be found in Ref. 11. The 

overall scanning efficiency was 0.96. 

The beam-averaging procedure described above averaged the 

measured momentum fo'r each event with the central momentum of the 

distribution. For events with large uncertainty in the measured beam 

momentum, this procedure artifiCially reduced the width of the beam 

distribution. This then led to diffe,rent cross sections for different 

beam settings. It can be shown that true beam distribution is re-

stored by spreading out the contribution of each event with a Gaussian 

with width equal to the fitted momentum uncertainty. This was done' 

for both the taus and A1T+1T- events. In the region of high statistics,' 

this made changes in the cross section of the order of 100/0. This pro-' 

cedure successfully removed the disagreements between the cross 

sections calculated from different beam. settings. 

Ill. SEMIQUANTITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA 

The momentum dependence of the partial cross section for 

- + -K P -- A1T 1T is shown in Fig. 4 and listed in Table 1. The 11.( 1520) 

dominates the cross section in the region near 400 .MeV/c, and a sub

stantial backg;ound exists beyond this region, The two data poirits 

represented by circles are results from an experiment at higher ener-

. 12 A . gles. quantItative separation of resonance and background contri-

butions is given by the partial-wave analysis de scribed in the following 

section. 

Dalitz plots as a function of incident momentum are shown in Fig. 

5. The Dalitz plot is roughly uniformly populated below 360 MeV/c 
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and above 4Z0 MeV/c. Between 380 and 410 MeV/ c, bands of in-

creased density at high A:IT invariant mass correspond to L:(1385) 

production. The center of the L:( 1385) band occur s at an invariant 

mass squared of 1.92 (GeV)Z; which is outside the kine,matically al-

lowed region for all but the highest momenta. TheL:(1385) bands are 
. -

accompanied by an enhancement in the low 1T1T mass region. This en

hancementis generated by the constructive interference of the 

L:(1385)+and L:(1385)-. The presence of the 2":(1385) bands and the 

enhancement of low 1T1T masses can also be seen in the Dalitz plot 

pi-,ojections (Figs. 6,7, and 8). 

+ -The constr'li,ctive interference between 2":(1385) and L:(1385) in-

dicate s the dominance of syrnmetric(I = 0) p~oduction. Additional 

evidence for the dominance of the 1 = 0 aITlplitude comes fr.omsome 

preliminary results on the reaction K-p-+A1To1To. An analysis is in 

progress 6f the zero-.prong plus lambda topology from the same ex

posure. In order to separate the contributions from A1To , L:1TO
, and 

A1T°'l1'° final states, a fit has been made to the angular distribution 

and polarization of the lambda as a function of the mass 'of the miss-

ing neutrals. Preliminary'results indicate a cross section for 

K-p-+A'I1'°'11'° which is about half the A1T+'I1'- cross sectionatallinci

dent momenta. This (ratio is expected from pure I = 0 production, 

so the,I'= 1 contribution to the 11..'11'+'11'- cr6~s se~tion must be small. 

A- ITlore sensitive measure of the amount of I = 1. production is 

given by the charge asymmetry of the Dalitz plot, shown as a. function 

of incident momentum in Fig. 9. The asymmetry is defined as 

(1) 
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where N- is the number of events with p- A1T- invariant mass larger 
, 

than a AlT'+ invariant mass. This asymmetry can be generated by 

two effects. 
- + 

Amass difference between 2":(1385) and L:(1385)-

introduces an asymmetry even when the amplitudes for their produc'-

tion are equal. In addition, the asymmetry can arise from the inter

ference between I = 0 al/-d I =: 1 production. In the case of L:(1385) 

production, this corresp<?nds to unequal production of L:(1385) .and 

+ - + L:(1385) . If the masses of the L:(1385) and L:(i385) were equal, 

the asymmetrY'would be related to the isospin production amplitudes 

as follows: 

(Z) 

An I =: 1. amplitude (Mi ) about 10'/0 as large as the 1=0 amplitllde (Mo) 

is sufficien~ to explain the observed structure. Thus the I = 1. cqn-

tr.ibution to the partial cross section i,s of the order of a few per cent. 

The production angular di stribution of the lambda with re s pe ct 

to the incident beam is shown as a function of incident momentum in 

Fig. 10. The distribution changes dramatically with momentum. It 

is forward peaked at 360 MeV/c, approaches a (1 +3 cosZe) distribu

tion near 395 MeV/c, and becomes backward peaked at 430 MeV/c. 

A (1+3cosZe) distribution is expected from a pure .:rP ", 3/2 state de

caying into 3/Z+ and 0- states. These angular distributions and the 

polarization of the lambda have been fitted to a Legendre polynomial 

expansion using a maximum-likelihood technique. The probability 

for each event was described by 

-. 

.' 
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Bg 
A Pl(cosB). 

!l 

( 3) 

KXA Here cosB ::: K' A and cos(3 :::.,.----,.- p, where K, A, and pare. 
!KXA! 

unitvectors in the direction of the K-, A, and decay-proton momenta. _ 

The K and A momenta are defined in the overall c. m. frame, and 

the decay proton is defined in the A rest frame. The weak decay 

asymmetry O'A was set equal to 0.645. The Ai/Ao and BilBo coeffi

cients re suIting from the fit are plotted as a function of incident mo-

mentum in Fig. 11. The polynomial fits are shown as curves over 

the data in Fig. 10. The dramatic changes in the angular distribu

tions are reflected in the structure inA/ Ao and Azi Ao' This rapid 

variation and the presence of polarization indicate interference be-

tween states of different parity. A quantitative and simultaneous 

description of these angular distributions and the mass distributions 

is given by the isobar-model partial-wave analysis. 

IV. PARTIAL-WAVE ANALYSIS 

In order to separate the background from the A(15Z0) production 

and to determine the modes of the A(15Z0) decay, we have fit the data 

to an isobar modeL The model treats the three-particle final state 

as the production of a particle and an isobar followed by the decay 

/ of the isobar, shown schematically in Fig. 1Z. The notation is de-

fined in Table II. Four types of "isobars" have been chosen for this 

analysis: 

( 1) 

(Z) 

( 3) 
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A A and rr resonating as ~(1385),<1enoted by "y*. " 

A A .and rr in a relative S-wave, denoted by "Arr. " 

The two pions in a relative S-wave, denoted by "u. " 

(4) The two pions in a relative P-wave, denoted by "p." 

The incident and isobar-production waves chosen for this analysis 

are shown in Table III. Since the energy available in the final state 

is so low, only Sand P waves have been used. 

There are many formulations of the isobar model; Morgan gives 

a nice summary of the assumptions involved and a full list of refer-

13 ences. For the most part we have followed the practical formu-

lation of Deler and Valladas. 14 The amplitude for the process in

dicated in Fig. 1Z,.where particles Z(rr+) and 3(A) form the isobar,is 

written as a product of an energy-dependent factor and a factor describ-

ing the spin and angular-momentum decomposition: 

(4) 

where K repre sents the quantum numbers J, L, L t, j, and f" and 

takes on the values corresponding to the waves of Table ITI. The in-

dices I-Lf and I-Li refer to the incident prOton and final lambda spin 

projections onto the axis of quantiza,tion. E is the center-of-mass 

energy, and m Z3 is the invari,ant mass of particles 2 and 3. 

The energy-dependent factor accounts for angular-momentum 

bar.riers and final-state interactions of particles 2 and 3. The precise 

form that this factor should take is not well understood, and we have 

primarily followed the pre scriptions used· by Morgan in an analysis of 
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NTrTr. 13 The detailed energy dependence used for each of the four 

typ~s of waves'is described in Appendix B. 

For the second facto,r, describing the spin,and angu~ar decom

position, we have followed the formulation of Deler and Valladas; 

the explicit formulae 'are described in Appendix B. 

, '- ' 

The amplitudes for the y~ and!l..Tr waves have been combined to 

form isospin-O and'lsospin-1 amplitudes: 

Similar isospin combinations we,re made for the Tr1T waves. 

The isospin amplitudes were normalized such that 

'\5, I ArK, J.LfJ.Li 12 ' 2 /L dp = 41T)t (J + 1 2), 

where the integral is over the three- body phase spac~. 

(5) 

( 6) 

Thede cay of the lambda contains polarization information; this 
KJ.L J.L. 

has been incorporated by constructing new amplitudes,M
I 

p 1 

which are line,ar combinations of the above A IS. 10 is the spin pro-'-p " 

jection of the lambda-decay proton; and·e and IjJ describe the orienta

tion of the decay protein. 

K(-i>J.L· K(-HJ.L· K fJ.L. , iljJ 
~ 1:: AI 1 [S + P cos eJ + AI 1 [- P sin e e ]. 

(7) 

Sand P are the amplitudes describing the weak decay of the lambda; 
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they have been set real with a ratio sip = 2.735 corresponding to an 

15 
asymmetry of 0.645. 

lnterms of these amplitudes the probability for each event i~ 

given by 

(8) 
KfJ. fJ.. 2 SII a~ p 11 dp 

K 

This probability has been'used in an event- by-event likelihood fit to 

the data. 

The data were divided into 9 bins of incident momentum (Table IV) 

and energy-independent fits were made to the data in each bin. All. of 

the fitting was done with a CDC- 6600 using the program.OPTIME 

which varied the real and imaginary parts of a
K

. The set of waves 

used at all momenta was chosen by preliminary fitti~gsjn .the region 

of high stati~tics,370 to 400 MeV/C. For these three bins the likeli-

hoods for about 11,000 randomly generated "starting .solutions" with 

all 17 waves of Table In were calculated. The four "starting solu,:" 

tions" with the highest likelihoods at each momentum were then opti

mized. Those waves with an amplitude less than one standard devi~ 

ation from zero were rejected and the solution remaximized. Only 

* ' those solutions where Y DS03 dominated gave high likelihoods witp a 

Small number of waves and reasonable continuity in momentum. The 

set of these solutions with the hlghest likelihoods included 6 waves and 

these were then used as starting solutions for'the next lowest and high-

est momentum. bins. In this way the solution was propagated from mo-

mentum to momentum. The amplitudes thus achieve,d are plotted in 
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the Argand diagrams of Fig. 13 and listed in Table V. The continuity 

achieved by the propagation of solutions is reasonable. 

Since there is an overall free phase at each momentum, the fits 

. . * 
were performed with the amplitude for Y DS03 fixed real. In the 

Argand diagrams, the amplitude s at each momentum have been rotated 

so the phase (6) of the Y*DS03 wave corresponds to the phase of a 

1\.(1520) Breit- Wigner described below. The overall scale of the am-

plitudes has been fixed to agree with the measured cross sections of 

Table 1. We emphasize, however, that the relative amount of each 

wave at each momentum is freely determined by the fit. Thus, in ad

dition to the excellent continuity, there is very good a:greement of. the 

Y*DS03 amplitude with the 1\.( 1520) Breit- Wigner, shown as a curve in 

Fig. 13(a). 

The total width for the Breit- Wigner form used include.s D-wave 

barriers (wi.th a radius of interaction of 1 fermi) for the KN and 1;'IT 

partial widths. The partial width for 1\.(1520)-1;(1385) 'IT contains only 

an .effective phase- space factor since the reaction proceeds through a 

final S-wave. The effective phase space was taken to be the integral 

of the isobar-model amplitude Y*DS03. This is essentially equivalent 

to averaging the relative momentum of the 1;(1385) :rr system over the 

. P-wave Breit- Wigner shape of the 1;(1385). The good agreement with 

the energy-independent points in Fig. 13(a) confirms the momentum 

. dependence of the 1\.(1520) Breit-Wigner form. 

* The Y DS13 wave is the. only wave with isospin = 1. This wave 

is very small and"shows no obvious continuous pattern frorn rnomen

* tum to momentum. The Y PP01 amplitude contributes significantly 

* . and tends to grow with momentum. The Y PP03 is small and shows 

no continuous behavior. The aPS01 is the major background wave 

-14-
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and remains approximately fixed. This wave, with all particles in 

a relative S-wave, represents the usual "phase space" background 

contribution. Finally the a-DP03 'amplitude is small. It represents 

the non-1;(1385) component of the D03, 1\.(1520). Within the errors 

and uncertainty in the model, this aDP03 amplitude varies roughly 

as a Breit- Wigner. 

The final fit involves no waves of the "1\.:rr" or "p" types. How-

ever, substituting the 1\.:rrPSO.i and 1\.:rrDP03 for the aPS01 and the 

aDP03 made essentially no change in the amplitudes and only slightly 

lowered the likelihood. Thus the data cannot distinguish between the 

slightly different mass distributions predicted by the two types of 

waves. 

Considering the many assumptions involved in the isobar model, 

the small waves here probably have little physical.significance; more 

than likely they represent the mismatch between the data and the 

model. The large waves hopefully are representing the physical be-

havior of the reaction. 

In order to illustrate the agreement between the fit and the data, 

a set of Monte Carlo events were generated isotropically in phase space 

and then weighted with the probability of Eq. 8, using the final param

eters from the fit. The 1\.:rr and :rr:rr mass distributions thus predicted 

are shown as curves over the data in Figs. 6,7, and 8. The fit ac-

curately reproduces the mass distributions at each momentum. The 

chi- square for each plot is shown in Table VI. 

The Dalitz-plot asymnletry from the fit is i.n good-agreement 

with the data, as shown in Fig. 9. The amount of this asyrnrnetry 

that comes from the 1;(1385): 1;(1385)+ mass difference was investi-

gated by gtHlerating a set of Monte Carlo events without the 1:= 1 
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aITlplitude y':' DS13 .. The resulting asy=etry was equal to -0.06 

and essentially independent of incident ITlornentuITI in the region of 

interest. / 

Finally, the Monte Carlo events were fitted with the .probability 

of Eq. 3in c:,rder to find A£ and B£ and cOITlp~re theITl with those frOITl 
'. ' 

the d.ata. The Mo~te' Carlo results areshown'as dots in Fig. 11. The 

agreeinentwith the' ITla~or structure in A/ Ao and A2/ Ao is very good. 

However, there is disagreeITlent with the polarization. Although the 
. . . 

fit yie',:ded SOITle 'B/ Ao with the correct sign, it systeITlatically.failed 

to provide enough. In addition, we should eITlphasize that the B co-

efficients used for the cOITlparison only de scribe one cOITlponent of the 
~ 

laITlbda polarization. The isobar ITlodel describ~s the whole polariza

tion ve ctor, and the fit use s all the polarization inforITlation froITl the 

data. However, because of the pa'rticular waves involved, the COITl

ponent describe by the B's is expected to be the ITlost iITlportant. 

Our cbnclu~ionfroITl the fitting then is that the A 1T + 1T - final state 

of the 11.(1520) is dOITlinated by I:(1385)1T. This is ITlade ITlore quan-

titative by considering the cross sections for the only two waves 

'. ...... * 
cOITling from the 11.(1520) (and the only two D waves), the YDS03 and 

the (TDPQ3. The contribution to the cross section of each of these 

waves is plotted in Fig. 14. Both are seen to peak at 395 MeV/c. 

, .' * , . . * 
The ratio of Y DS03' cross seCtion to the SUITl of Y DS{)3 and (T DP03 

cross sections is giv:n in Fig. 15. * The fraction due to Y DSO,3 re-

ITlains constant throughout the 11.(1520) region at a value of about 0.97. 

The final value, for the branching fraction 

The error has been estimated on the basis of varying some of the 
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input parameters to the model and by studying the sensitivity of the 

branching fraction to the inclusion of diffe rent sets of amplitude s,con

sistent with a reasonable energy continuity. Reasonable variations 

of the masse s and widths of the ~(1385) did not significantly affect 

there suIts. 

The result for the branching fraction from this experiment dis

agrees strongly with the result 0.39± .10 qu~ted from the p~oduction 

experiment of Burkhardt et al. 5 The production experiITlent has 

ITlany fewer events (206 events) than the present experiment and has, 

the adciitional problem of extracting the 11.( 1520) signal from the' 

1I.1T+1T-·1TO final states. They divide the data into three mass int~rvals 

centered on the 11.(1520) .. The data in the central interval (with about 

150/0 ,background) agree s ,with our s anj yie Ids a branching fr·action 

consistent with ours. The data in the side intervals (with about 30% 

background) yield lower branching fractions and,contribute to their 

low ove r all value. 

In order to calculate the partial width, we have assumed the world 

average values of 16 ±2MeV for the 11.(1520) total width and 9.6 ±o. 7% 

b h · f '. . .. 17 for the ranc lng rachon lnto H1T1T. Using a branching fraction for 

~(1385) into.II.'!! of 0.90 ±0.03, we calculate a width for 11.(1520)-

~(1385)1T of 1.66±0.25 MeV. 

V. SU(3) IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The information, presently known about the JP = 3/2- baryons is 

listed in Table VII. Previous analyse.s of these baryons have ordered 

the first five states listed 'into a singlet and an octet;1. 2 and with the 

data known at the tizne, this treatment was successful. By invoFng 
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configuration mixing between the A(1520) and A(1690), these anal-

yses were able to derive mixing angles from a) the Gell-Mann Okubo 

mass .relation, b) the D-wave decays into baryon octet and meson 

octet, and c) the S-wave decays into baryon decuplet and meson 

octet. The mixing angles derived from these three independent meth-

ods were in agreemeht. 

We now reexamine this situation in the light of present exper_ 

imentalknowledge of these baryons andthe results of this experiment. 

The physical A(1520) an~ A(1690) states are related.to the pure sing-

let and octet state s as follows: 

I( 1520» = cose 11) sine I 8) , 

1(1690» = +sine 11) + cose 18). 
(9) 

The Gell-MannOkubo mass relation gives the mixing angle in terms 

of the masses: 

m8 - m 1520 
m

1690 
-m

1520 
where m8 

1 . 
=J(2mN - 2m:=:- ~). 

(10) 

In fact; this relation is not a very strong constraint on,the mixing 

angle, largely due to the considera?le uncertainty in the:=: mass. 

Previous analyses optimisti~ally chose the mass tobe 1819±6 MeV 

and found a mixing angle of 21±4 deg.1 JHowever, a more conservative 

choice which reflects the confused experimental situation would be 

m:=: = 1832±37. The resulting mixing angle is lei = (13±22) deg. 18 

The D~wave decays of the singlet and octet have been recently 

summarized by Plane et a1. 2 Using the decay rates into stable 

baryons and mesons, they perform a fit to derive the F and D coupling 
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constants and the mixing angle. No information about the :=: state 

was used in the .fit. 
2 

With 5 degrees of freedom they found X ::: 0.8 

and a mixing angle e::: -25 ± 6 deg. 

Data on decays into decuplet plus pion via the S-wave are slowly be

coming available?,6 Previous analyses were based on rough limits:,5 

The SU(3) prediction relate s the coupling constants and mixing angle ,so 

some assurnptionmust be made to relate the experimentally measured 

partial widths and the coupling constants. The usual prescription 

for decay into stable particles is the potential-theory relation, which 

for S-wave decay is 

( 11) 

Here C is an SU(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, ~ and MN are the 

resonance and nucleon masses, and p- is the c.m. mOTI1entuni .of the 

decay products. The factor p/~ represents the phase space avail

able to the decay. For a decay into unstable particles this should be 

replaced by an integral over the phase space of the matrix element 

squared. 

The following formula has been adopted: 

(12) 

The inte gr al I a s a function of incide nt mome nturn in the re gion of the 

A(1520) and the A(1690) is shown in Fig. 16. The increased fraction 

of L(1385), which lies in the physical region as the energy increases, 

accounts for the rapid increase in I compared with three body phase 

sp<1ce,the'c'lirveailbEHed'p in Fig. 16. 
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The partial widths for the S-wave decays of A(1520) and A(1690) 

'can be used to determine the mixing'angle. Using Eq. 9 and the fact 

that an SU(3) singlet lsforbidden to ,decay to~(1385)1T we derive 

tan
2 e 

1
1690 

11520 
( 1~) 

Previous estimates for the partial width for A(1690)- ~(1385) 1T 

were based on an upper limit of 'about .10 MeV. 4 However, a recent 

analysis with increased statistics yields ~ very small amplitude for 
'. . 6 

the decay, 0.06, Assuming an elasticity of 0.2 and a total width of 

'--MV 16 h' . ,,~, e, t IS amplitude implies a 'partial width into ~(1385)1T of 1.0 

MeV. However, there is an estimated uncertainty of 0.03 on the am

plitude. 19 and there is ahirge uncertainty in the total width of about 

30 Me V. The se. large unce rtaintie s allQw value.s for the partial width 

from 0,1 to 3.44 MeV. 

With 11690/11520 equal to 9.5:4
20 

and -]1520 equal to 1.66 MeV, we 

have used Eq .. 13 to calculate, Ie I for .these limits on the T
1690 

partial 

",,-i.dth. With 1 1690 0: 0.1 MeV, .Ie I equals 85deg; and with 116900:3.44 

MeV, Ie I equals 65 deg. In order to obtain agreement with the mixing 

angle from the D-wave decays (e 0: -25 deg), the. partial width for the 

,1\( 1690) would have to be, 73 MeV!. In the light of this large discrep

ancy', the simple singlet-octet description of these decays no longer 

appears to be vaiid. / 

A possible explanation of the discrepancy may be due to a mis-

as.signmentof the currently observed states. More detailed data on 

all states in this energy region is required to test this hypothesis. 

With the abandonment of the simple singlet"o~tet picture, the sit

uation rapidly becomes complicated. Turning to the. quark model, 21 
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which has had considerable success in accounting for the baryon states, 

we find predictions for two JP 0: 3/2-octets and one 3/2- decuplet. 

However, experimental fnformation on these states is very sketchy. 

As indicated in Table VII, possible members of the second octet and 

the decuplet have been seen. However, the last three, states have 

masses too high to be plausibly associated with the missing octet and. 

they are usually regarded to arise from radial excitations. In terms 

c:f the quark model there can be .spin-orbit mixing of the two octets, 

and in addition the re can be rT).ixing of the de cuplet with, the two octets 

by SU(3)- breaking forces. O'n the basis of a specific model for quark 

interactions, Faiman has estimated the possible mIxing J:>etween the 

octets and sl'nglet·. 22 T t' th b b d rea In,g e aryon resonances 'as . oun states 

of three paraquarks interacting via harmonic-oscillator forces,he 

derive s two possible singiet-octet mixing angle s for the A(1520),8 0:63 

deg and e 0: 75 deg, With new data becoming available on the decays of 

3/2- states into decuplets and pions, further constraints will be im-

posed on possible multiplet members and realistic tests of specific 

models may become available. - [J 
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APPENDICES 

A. Ihve stigationof Biases and Weighting 

We describe here the analysis of scanning and measuring losses 

and th~ weighting used to account for them. The known distribution's 

of four variables were used to investigate event loss: the lambda life-

time, the polar cosine and azimuth of the lambda-decay proton, and 

the azimuth of the lambda production about the beam. 

Each measured event within the. production vertex fiducial vol-

ume was weighted by exp (t/TN, wheret = £/"c, £ is the length of the 

lambda, and T] = p/m the ratio of the laboratory momentum to the mass 

of the lambda. The se weighted events are plotted in Fig. 17 as a func

tion of the lambda length projected onto the scanning plane. If the 

events were distributed as exp (-t/T d, this distribution would be con

stant. A loss of short-length .lambdas is indicated by the sharp de

crease for projected lengths less than 0.25 cm. ,Above this projected 

length, the distribution remains constant until loss of lambdas due to 

escape from the chamber again causes a decrease (not shown in the 

figure). To account,for this short-length loss and the escape loss, 

all events with a projected length less than 0.25 cm were removed 

from the sample and the remaining events were weighted by the in-

verse probability of their detection:, 

(21) 

He re }" is the. dip angle that the lambda make s with the scanning 

plane. The potential distance of the lambda £ was defined as the 
p . 

distanc'e from the production vertex to the edge of the decay fiducial 
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volume in the direction of the lambda line of flight. 

The distribution of the decay proton should be isotropic in the 

lambda rest frame. Figure 18 shows a scatter plot of cosO, the 
; 

cosine of the angle between the proton and lambda, versus Plab' 

the laboratory momentum of the lambda. The depletion of events 

at low momentum and near cosO = -1.0 is due to a'loss of events 

with a short-length proton. Everitswith a proton length less than 

3 mm (corresponding to a laboratory momentum of 102 MeV/ c) were 

removed fr.om the sample (Fig. 19). The remaining events were 

weighted as a function of laboratory momentum according to the frac-

tion of the decay cosine removed. 

The distributions of cosO and 1.\1, the azimuth of the decay pro-

ton, showed only small additional deviations from isotropy. These 

occurred when the proton went directly forward from the lambda 

(cosO = 1.0), corresponding to a lambda vee with a 180 0 opening 

angle) or when the lambda vee was seen edge on by the scanner. 

These iosses, which occurred for low-momentum lambdas, were 

analyzed as follows. "Inner" and "outer" volumes were defined in 

the space .of cosO, 1.\1, and Plab' The "outer" volume contained the . 

total populated region after the short-length proton cut. The cos 0 

boundaries of the "inner" volume are shown in dashed lines on Fig. 

1.9. The 1.\1 boundary of the "inner" volume excludes those events 

where the lambda vee is seen edge on by the scanner at 1.\1 < 36°. 

These "inner" and'''outer'' volumes were chosen on the basis of the 

cosO and 1.\1 distributions so that the events in the "inner" volume 

we re isotropic. Detection efficiency of 100% was then assumed for 

the "inner" volume. The ratio of the numbers of events in the vol-

urnes compared with the ratio of the sizes of the volumes was used 
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to test for losses. A weight correcting for such losses is plotted as 

a function of Plab in Fig. 20. There is a small loss for momenta 

less than 150 MeV/c. The straight line is a "smoothed" decay weight 
, , 

applied to the events. 

The final weight applied to each event in the analysis was the prod

uct of the lifetime weight, the short-proton weight, and(the decay 

weight .. 

The azimuthal distribution of the lambda about the be'am should 

be isotropic. .figure 21 shows the events weighted for the previous 

loss,esplotted againstthe lambda azimuth. Azimuths of 0 and iT 

correspond to lambdas moving toward and away from the scan~er; 

-rr/2 corresponds ;to events moving left and right. 

shows noadditional10sses.· 

B. Isobar Model Formulae 

The distribution 

In this appendix we defi~e in detail the two factors in the isobar

model amplitude s used ihEq. 4 of the text. 

The e~ergy-dependent factor T 23 describes the amplitude for an 

"isobar"formedwith particles 2 and 3. In general, it contains an 

-angUlar-momentum barrier for the production of the isobar and a 

final- st'ate factor de scribing. the interactions of particle s 2 and 3 . 

J:'he latter factor .is.either a Brelt- Wigner form or a Watson final

state factor, depending ()n the type of wave involved. The following 

equations define T
2

'3 for each of the four types of waves used in the 

analysis. The variables are defined in Table II and Fig. 12: 

For "y*" , (14) 
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wher.e. 

and R, the radius of interaction, was chosen to be.1 fermi. The , . 

resonance parameters chosen for the ~(1385) were as follows: 

( 15) 
1.388 GeV 

and r = 9.3 (P1I)3;t1 + (RP1I)1, corresponding to a width of6.040 

Gev, 'at the resonant energy. 

For '-'A-rr", 
i 6 . <: e Sin u ( 16) 

and 6 = 2.88 (~3 - 1.255). 

This'parametrization of the A-rr S-wave phase shift has .been taken ,from 

'the K-matrix'analysis of low-energy KN scattering by Martin and 

Sakitt. 23 

.1 
For" (1 ", T 12 = 

and 

For ".p". 1 
T 12 = 1 

..JP3P3. 

i6 . <: e sln u 

( P3 1)1/ 2 B (P3' L') 

io. <: 
e s·m u (' ) 

11/2 B P3' LI 
(P3 ) 

and 
1 3 [1- 0.1609 (P31/m-rr)2]' 

(P3) cot, 0 = m 12 1. 375 _ 

2 . 
The. I ~ 0 parametrization corresponds to a scattering lengt}{o-f' 

( 17) 

( 18) 

.,e'lt~~~~l> ;~'"f-4T;~I~'t~.i:4''':1>b;b,~~i~liif,t, c-Q,}:,r.e'~Q~<t~:f~'}fe'ilb~'e:~:~~~-e· 
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of ~ass equal to 0.750 GeV and width equal to 0.100 GeV. 13 

The forITlulae for the spin and angular-ITloITlent= dependence 

are the saITle as those derived by Deler and Valladas. We quote here 

an especially simple forITlulation. The angles and spin are defined 

in Table II and Figs. 12 and 22. 

2: (LMtfLi IJN) (JNIL'M'jn) (jn I£ITl i fLf) ( 19) 
,MM'N= 

where 

For "<T" and "p" type waves, a slightly different forITl is required: 

* X yM 
L 

(20) 

where lJ.ler = 1T and lJ.l2 = 1T + 82*, J, /J(' are the spin and projec

tion resulting frOITl coupling the spin of theA and the relative angular 

ITlOITlentUITl between the A and 1T1T systeITl. 

The aITlplitudes for-ITled frOITl these factors T and f were nor

ITlalized according to Eqn. 6 of the text. 
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Table 1. Partial cross sections for K-p-/I.Tr--;;- with statistfcal errors 
only. 

. + -Momentum Cross section (J Weighted Arr rr 
(MeVLc) (mb) events 

295 0.32 ± .17 7 

305 0.21 ±0.09 11 

315 0.19 ±0.07 17 

325 0.32±0.07 39 

335 0.35±0.07 47 

345 0.61 ±0.10 77 

355 0.67 ±0.06 195 

365 1.05 ±0.06 717 

375 1. 77 ±0.06 1863 

385 2.64 ±0.08 3491 

395 2.93 ±0.09 3298 

405 2.33±0.09 2114 

415 1.80 ±0.09 982 

425 1.46 ±0.11 338 

435 1.41±0.15 200 

445 1.41 ±0.17 151 

455 1.45 ±0.23 84 

465 1.97 ±0.52 30 
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Table II. Variables used in isobar'-model partial-wave analysis. 

J,N 

'L',M' 

j,n 

t,m 

p , 
1 

m .. 
IJ 

U.=6,cp 
1 

Initial proton and final lambda spin projections 

= Initial K- p angular momentum and projection 

Initial K- p total spin Cl-nd projection 

= Angular mornentur.n and projection between isobar and 
third particle ' 

Spin and, projectton of the isobar 

= Angular momentuni and projection between isobar decay 
particles . . 

.' Momentum of particles 1,2,3 in the overall c.m. 

- 'Momentum of particle 2 or 3inthe rest frame of 
particle's 2 and 3 . 

... :---'I"otare ~rgTrn-tlie-'tlire e -parfiCle rest- 'frame 

Invariant mass of particles i and j 

Polar and azim"\lth of the incident beam with respect to 
the normal to the three-particle plane.' The azimuth is 
defined from'the lambda direction 

-Polar and azimuth of the isob,!-r with respectto the 
normal to the three- partIcle plane 

Polar and azim~th of the lambda withre spe ct to the' 
normal to the,thre,e- particle plane 

. Angle between pion 1,2 andthe lambda 

= Angle between the lambda and isobar in the isobar 
rest frame 

Spin projection.of the lambda-decay proton 

Polar and azitmithal angles of the lambda-decay proton 
in the lambda rest frame 

. .' . , , 

All angle s are de fined in the three - particle re st fr arne except tho se 
which are starred, which are defined in the appropriate diparticle 
rest frame. 
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Table III. Waves used in partial-wave analysis. 

K TYPE L L'I 2J 

* DS03 1 

DS1 3 
,. 

2 

3 "-PP01 

4 PP1 1 

5 . P P 03 

6 P P 13 

7 - ATT P S 0 1 

8 PS1i' 

9- _4 _____ • __ --S·P-0-1- . 

10 SP1 1 

11 D P03 

12 D P 1 3 

13 (J P'S 0 1 

14 SPO 1 

1~ D PO 3 

16 ' p S S 1 1 

17 ~ D S 1 3 
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Table V. Amplitudes from the isobar-model fit at each momentum. In the fitting the Y*DS03 amplitude was fixed real. For 
the ~rgand plots of Fig. 13 the amplitudes have been rotated by 6. the phase of the Breit-Wigner discussed in the text. 

Momentum 
Y*DS03 Y*DSt3 Y*PP01 Y*PP03 interval. rr PS01 rr DP03 

tMeVLcl Re lIn Re lIn Re 1m Re im Re 1m Re 1m {, 

350-360 .034 .000 -.016 -.021 - .011 -.011 .009 -.007 .048 -.021 -.005 -.010 
.002 .000 .006 .010 .008 .009 .007· .009 .(1l5 .016 .008 .008 .437 

360-370 .062 .1"11"1" -.1)1)7 -.010 -.029 -.005 .003 .004 .0',7 .000 -.00f) -.f)'l4 
.002 .000 .f)02 .007 .004 .009 .004 .006 .005 .I"1!O .003 .007 .593 

370-380 .079 .000 -.006 .010 -.020 .014 .006 -.000 .051 -.032 .011 .008 
.001 .000 .002 .005 .003 .007 .OO~ .004 .nn4 .n,)6 .00'3 .,),)5 .869 

3'80-390 .10~ .000 -.004 .011 -.026 .038 -.002 .016 .028 -.031 .018 .005 I 

.002 .000 .002 .004 .00'3 .006 .003 .004 .003 .005 .Or)1 .01)4 1.219 w 

"" I 

390-400 .109 .000 .002 -.000 -.002· .040 .005 .006 .002 -.051 .026 .O'l'j 
.002 .000 .002 .004 .003 .006 .003 .004 .004 .005 .00'3 .004 1.70'3 

400-410 .102 .000 .n03 .003 .016 .0'34 .007 .009 -.017 -.056 .013 .012 
.002 .000 .002 .005 .004 .007 .004 .005 .n05 .006 .On4 .005 2.055 

410-~ZO .085 .1"100 .on3 .006 .n16 .039 .001 .001 -.034 -.053 .014 .006 
.002 .r)OO .1)03 .0r)6 .0')6 .On9 .006 .r)06 .00"7 .r)r)8 .0r)5 .r)1)5 2.281 

420-440 .060 .000 .009 -.010 .026 .035 .003 .010 -.050 -.066 .021 -.005 
.002 .000 .005 .009 .010 .011 .008 .009 .n14 .013 .008 .008 2.472 

440-470 .055 .000 .r)20 -.')07 .052 .015 .013 -.003 -.070 -.042 .028 -.018 
.00'3 .000 .008 .012 .01'. .021 .01~ .014 .n14 .022 .012 .012 2.641 
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Table VI. Chi-squares frOlTI the A'/, ATr-, and. Tr+Tr- ITlass projections. 

MOITlentuin + interval ATr ATr + -Tr Tr 
{MeVLcI 

350- 360 11.0 3.7 10.4 

360-370 14.8 17.5 21.1 

370-380 1.f.4 1100 40.1' 

380- 390 22.6 16.9 28.1 

390-400 25'.1 19.8 33.7 

400-410 9 .. 2 13.7 20.5 

410':'420 '" 1 9~0 12.8 21.1 

-- -42'0-=-440-
l _____ 'c 

--'---- 8.T~·-- ·'-1S'.7 -. -, -,44.5----,---

440-470 5.7 28.3 14.2' 

Total 128 ' 139 234 
.-; 

'Total datapoirits, 113 113 207 

Resonance 

A (1520) 

A (1690) 

N(1520) 

~(1670) 

=:( 1820) 

"(1670) 

N(1?OO) 

~ (1940) 

A (2010) 

N(2040) 

* From Ref. 
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Table VII. Properties ~f J.
p 

= 3/2- baryons. *" 

Mass 
MeV 

,Total width Decay modes Bra"nching fraction 
MeV X 

16 ± 2 

1690 ± 10 27 to 85 

~w 

, ~(,1385)" 

NK 
~" 

,,~(1385)" 

1510 to 1540 105 to 150 NTr 

Nn 

1660 to 1680' 50::1:1.0 NK 

~(1385)" , 

1795 to 1"870 "50 to 100 

1650 to 1.720 t7S·to 300 '"w 
Nrr 

1600 to 1730 

i"940 ± 22 235::1:28 NK 

'A. 

:e. 

1980 to. 2040 80 to 180 NK 

:e. 

2040:1: 11 274 ± 24 N. 

17. 

0.46 ± 0.01 

0.4'1 :I: 0.01 

0.093' 0.006 

- 30 

"40 

a.oosto 0:04 

- 50 

- 50 

- 0.6 

- 0.08 

0.15:1:0.03 

0.17 :to.06 

Remarks 

Domi nated by ~{1.23 6)lt 

The experimental situation is confused. 

There is probably mo;-e" thaD: one 3/2-

state 

O~ly po?:- evidence fr:.om .pa rtial-wave 

analysis 

JX~1< Xt\1!:: .13±.03 

JX~.X'ZTI::: .12±.03 

I Seen in only one partial-wave analysis 

\ J XNi< X:!:TI .= .20 % .04 ,. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Pathlength (events/millibarn/10 MeV/c) as a function of 

incident K- momentum (MeV/c). 

Fig. 2. Histogram of the error in the fitted K- momentum in MeV/c. 

Fig. 3. Lambda lifetime distribution. Each event is plotted at (t-t ) 
a 

to remove the effect of the cut on short-Iength.lambdas. The 

value of t
o

- for each event is described in the text. The straight 

line corre sponds to the known lambda lifetime. 

Fig. 4. The partial cross section for K-p -ATf+Tf- inmillibarns as a 

function of incident momentum (MeV/c). The two dotted points 

are results from Ref. 12. The crossed points are the predictions 

for the background from the.fit described in the text. 

Fig. 5. Dalitzplots for K- p - A;+Tf- at various incident K laboratory 

momenta. The abscissa (ordinate) corresponds to ATf + (ATf-) 

invadant:'mass-squarE!d in GeV
2

. Horizontal and vertical lines 

show M2 and (M- r)2 for'the L(1385). 

Fig.·,6. ATf + invariant-mass~squared distribution for various incident 

K momenta. The solid lines connect the r,esults of a Monte 

Carlo prediction from the isobar model des'cribed in the. text. 

Fig. 7. ATf irivariant-mass-squareddistribution for various incident 

K momenta. The solid lines connect the results of a Monte 

Carlo prediction from the isobar model described in the text. 

Fig. 8. + - . . Tf Tf Invanant-mass-squared distribution for various incident 

K momenta. The solid lInes connect the results oia Monte 

Carlo prediction from the isobar model described in the text. 

Fig. 9. The Dalitz plot asymmetry as a function of incident K- mo

mentum. The asymmetry is a = (N- - N+)/(N- + N+), where N~ 
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is the- number of events with A" invariant ITlass larger than 

A Tf + invariant mas s. The dots are the predictions of the 

isobar-model fit described in the text. 

Fig. 10. The center-of-mass production cosine distribution of the 
, 

lambda. , The curves are the results of a Legendre polynomial 

expansion fit to the production angular distribution and polar-

ization at each incident momentum. 

Fig. 11. The Legendre polynomial c~efficients from the fit to the 

lambda production angular distribution and polarization. The 

dots correspond to the predictions of the isobar-model fit. 

Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of the isobar-model description of 

- + -the reaction K p - A Tf Tf. Particle 1, 2, and 3 refer to 

+ Tf , Tf , and A. The notati'on is defined in Table U. 

Fig. 13. Argand plots of the amplitudes from the isobar-model fit. 

The number refers to the incident-momentum intervals defined 

* . The curve' on the plot of Y DS03 is the prediction in Table IV. 

of a Breit-Wigner amplitude for the 11.(1520). 

Fig. 14. Partial cross sections (millibarns) for the only two waves 

with an incident D-wave. Both wave s(Y*DS03 and (J'DP03) 

peak near 395 MeV/c, the momentum required to form the 

11.(1520). Note the difference in scales. 

Fig. 15. The ratio of the cross section for Y*DS03 to the sum of 

the cross, sections for Y*DS03 and (J'DP03 as a function of 

incident momentum. 

Fig. 16. The integral of the Y*DS03 amplitude squared (I) and the 

integral of the 11."+"- phase space (p) as a function of incident 

K momentum in the region of the 11.(1520) and in the region of 

the 11.(1690). The same (arbitrary) scale is used in both regions. 
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Fig. 17. Events weighted by e
t
/

T 
as a function of lambd~projected 

length (cm).The sharp depletion of:events with a projected 

length less'than .0.25 cm corresponds to the loss of events with 

short-length lambdas. 

Fi'g. 18. Scatter plot of the lambda deca:y cosine versus the lambda 

la.borat~rymomentun1. (MeV/c). The lambda decay cosine is the 

a-pgle betweenthe lar;nbda and the decay proton in the lambda 

rest frame. The depletion of events near low momentum and 

cose = -1.0 shows the loss of events with short-length protons. 

. . . 

laboratoryrnotnentUn1 (MeV/c). The dashed lines indicate .the 

boundaries· of -the "inner volume" used.to investigate the devi-

. ation frorn. isotropy of the lambda decay. 

Fig. 20. The weight used to account Jor anisotropy of the lambda 

decay as a function of lambda laboratory momentum. No cor

rection was rnade for events with momenta greater than 150 

MeV/cand the ,small weight indicated· by the straight.1ine was 

applie.d for events with lower .momenta. 

Fig~ 21. The distribution 6f the lambda production azimuth; value s 
/ 

,6f 0 and 1T correspond to lambdas with a line of flight toward 

,and away from the scanner. No significant deviation from iso': 

tropyis observed. 

Fig. -22'. Diagram defining 'the angles used in the isobar model. The 

notation i~ defi~ed in Table II. 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE--------------------_ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disc1osed,or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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